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TD300 is designed to drive up to three Power MOS
or IGBTs(low side and/or high side) from CMOS or
LSTTL logic signals, or pulse transformers.
It integrates:. three buffers,.a current sense comparator for automatic

shut down if overcurrent is detected,

.an Under Voltage Lockout feature to avoid
unproper output states,.an operational amplifier (that allows CAD
conversion for the MCU, for example).

The TD300 driver provides the designer with a low
cost, space saving, flexible and rugged solution for
a wide range of applications (motor driving, switch-
ing power supplies, DC/DC converters, any appli-
cation requiring low or high side driving).
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1. FUNCTIONS

1.1. INPUTS / OUTPUTS CHARACTERISTICS

1.1.1 INPUTS

1.1.1.1. VCC / GND

The TD300 supply voltage is 15V, and the quies-
cent current is 1.5 mA.
If the positive power supply voltage is insufficient,
the TD300 automatically locks its A/B/C outputs at
low state (0V) in order to avoid unproper switching
states due to insufficient gate voltage. This Under
Voltage Lockout function is detailed in section 1.2.

1.1.1.2. INPUTS A/B/C

The logic inputs of the TD300 areCMOS / TTL logic
compatible (0 to 5V).
The input current is extremely low (around 10pA)
due to CMOS inputs.

1.1.1.3. ENABLE

The Enable pin, like the A/B/C inputs, is a CMOS /
TTL logic compatible input.
When the Enablepin is low, the outputs(Out A/B/C)
are blocked at low state.
When the Enablepin is high, the TD300 is function-
ning normally (inverted outputs).
Refer to section 1.5. for the enable function.

1.1.1.4. SENSE

The sense input pin is connected to the negative
input of a comparator.
The positive input of this comparator is grounded,
therefore, this comparatorblocksthe A/B/C outputs
as soon as its input is below 0V.
The sense input must not be lower than -0.4V.
Please refer to section 1.3.

1.1.2. OUTPUTS

1.1.2.1 OUTPUTS A/B/C

The A/ B/C push-pull outputs of the TD300 deliver
0-15V levels. These outputs are inverted.
The A/B/C outputs are made to command Power

MOS or IGBT gates and can deliver 0.6A peak per
channel. If the maximum currentoutput is required,
this current must be pulsed:.pulse width: 1µs.duty cycle: 1%
A continuous use of maximum output current
capacity might cause device destruction.

1.1.2.2. ALARM

This signal is used to flag an abnormal situation to
the MCU.
Please refer to section 1.4.

1.1.3. INDEPENDANT OPERATIONAL
AMPLIFIER

In the TD300 device an additional Operational
Amplifier is integrated that can be used in the
user’s application via its negative input and its
output. Its positive input is grounded.
This Operational Amplifier has the few following
characteristics:.CMOS inputs.10mV max input offset voltage.1MHz typ Gain Bandwidth Product.60dB typ open loop gain
This Operational Amplifier can be used for current
reading to be converted in the eventual MCU ADC.
Please refer to section 1.6.

1.2. UVLO UNDER VOLTAGE LOCKOUT

The UnderVoltage LockOut functionis active when
the supply voltage Vcc is insufficient to ensure a
correct drive of the power transistor.
In order to avoid unproper switching states of the
Power MOS or IGBT that could lead to destruction
of the transistors, the TD300 outputs are locked at
low state (open switches) until Vcc has reached
and kept a sufficient value (typ 12.5V +/-0.8V). A
0.8V hysteresis function has been added in order
to avoid unwanted LockOut due to parasitic nega-
tive peak on VCC.
Therefore, no unwanted random state can be ap-
plied on the commanded Power MOS or IGBT, thus
ensuring secure switching states.
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RSENSE : 47Ω
R1 : 1kΩ
R2 : 3.3kΩ
C1 : 10nF
HV : 35V
Load : 60W lamp + inductor

1.3. SENSE

The sense comparator has two functions:. reflex : it automatically locks the A/B/C
outputs at low state as soon as the sense in-
put voltage is lower than the ground. This
sense input level can be easily achieved
with a shunt resistor and a resistor bridge as
shown on figure 1..alarm : it generates an active low alarm sig-
nal to inform the MCU that overcurrent has
been detected.

When the sense comparator has detectedan over-
current and blocked the A/B/C outputs at low state,
these outputs remain blocked to low state during a

typical 1ms inhibition time. The inhibition time is
important in the case of a repetitive attempt to
switch on a short circuit to allow the switches to
dissipate as little energy as possible or to let
enough time to the MCU to make the appropriate
decision.
Figure 1 shows the implementation of the sense
function and its commutation traces when the
Power MOS or IGBT switches on a short circuit.
The reader can see that when the current in the
shunt resistor reaches the set value, the A/B/C
outputs immediately fall to low state thus stopping
the current in the power
transistors.

Figure 1

1 - input
2 - output
3 - I (50mV = 0.1A)
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Please note that because of the integrated ESD
diodes on the sense input, the sense voltage drop
should not exceed 0.4V (the ESD diodes start
conducting around 0.4V). Therefore, the sense
resistor value and the resistor bridge rate should
be calculated relatively to the expected current
limitation following the equation:.Rsense x Ilim = (VCC x R2)/(R1+R2).
where VCC equals15V.
Some sample values are given in table 1.

Rsense
mΩ

Ilim
A

Vsense
V

BRIDGE
rate

R1/R2
kΩ

20 5 0.1 150 150/1

10 0.2 75 150/2

10 20 0.2 75 150/2

30 0.3 50 47/1

5 40 0.2 75 150/2

60 0.3 50 47/1

Annnex 1 explains how a 20mΩ sense resistor can
be achieveddirectly on the printed board circuit.

1.4. ALARM

The Alarm output is an open drain, and therefore
needs an external pull-up resistor.
The active low Alarm pin indicates that one or both
of the two following abnormal situations has been
detected:. the supply voltage is insufficient (UVLO).. the sense comparator has detected

overcurrent.
This signal can be used by the MCU to make the
appropriate decision.

1.5. Enable

When the Enable pin is low, the A/B/C outputs are
blocked to low state.
When the Enable pin is high, the TD300 is function-
ning normally (inverted outputs).
The Enable pin can be MCU controlled in order to
switch the TD300 in either ON/OFF state.
For example, when the Alarm signal of the TD300
is active, the MCU will interpret it as an abnormal
situationand set the Enablepin low in order to block
the TD300 A/B/C outputs during a definite time
(100ms for example). When this relaxation time is
over, the MCU will set the Enable pin high, thus
allowing a new attempt to normal functionning.

1.6. OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

The integrated Operational Amplifier in the TD300
is a classical low power CMOS operational ampli-
fier, and works totally independently with the rest
of the circuit.
This Operational Amplifier can be useful in any
motor driving application, for example to translate
the current value from analog to digital in an even-
tualADC of the MCU suchas the one in theST6/7/9
microprocessor.
Figure 8 shows a typical motor driving application
where the Op Amp is used.

1.7. NOTE

Because the TD300 may have important peak
current to provideon its outputs, the supplyvoltage
must be bypassed by a capacitor in order to source
the negative peak current caused by commuta-
tions.
A minimum of 1µF is required for this capacitor.
It is recommended that this capacitor should be
placed as close as possible to the supply pins of
the TD300 for a maximum efficienty.

2. LOW SIDE DRIVING

2.1. LOW SIDE DRIVING

The simplest configuration for the TD300 user is
low side driving: the switching Power MOS/IGBT is
between the load and the ground and the switching
of the Power MOS / IGBT is level controlled.
The load may be any resistive, inductiveor capaci-
tive load. This configuration is found for example in
the lower leg ofhalf bridges for motordriving, relays
or power lamps switching, any pulse width modu-
lation application...

2.2. TYPICAL CONFIGURATIONS

The typical configuration shown below is valid for
Power MOS/IGBT that can conduct up to 20Atyp .
Figure 2 shows a typical triple low side configura-
tion, and points out the fact that only one sense
resistor is needed for a complete current sensing.
For larger transistors, or at high frequency opera-
tion, the user must be aware of the output peak
current capability of the TD300; if this capability is
insufficient to charge the Power MOS/IGBT in a
certain requested time, there is a possibility to
increase the output peak current capability by
channel paralleling: please refer to section 3.
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Figure 2

2.3. Commutation traces

Figure 3 : Commutation traces of a single
low-side driving
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3. CHANNEL PARALLELING

Channel paralleling is an efficient way to increase
the output peak current of the TD300. This might
be necessary when the Power MOS/IGBT used
has an important gate capacitance, and neverthe-
less needs to be switched as fast as possible in
order to reduce commutation losses and ensure
proper switching states.
The 3 inputs need to be connected together, and
the same on the 3 outputs (refer to figure 4 and 5).

The TD300 needs then to beconsideredas asingle
driver.

3.1. Typical configuration

Figure 4 and figure 5 show how to increase the
output peak current capability of the TD300 and
how it is effectively increased.

3.2. Commutation traces

Figure 4

Figure 5
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4. HIGH SIDE DRIVING

4.1. High Side driving

In a high side configuration, the switch is placed
between the positive power supply and the load.
The switch beingusually an NMOS Power Transis-
tor, 15V are needed to ensure proper Gate charge
via Gate-Source voltage. When the Power
MOS/IGBTis on, this 15V voltage is needed above
the positive power rail.

This can be achieved using a small pulse trans-
former (please refer to Annex 2) as shown in the
figure below.

4.2. Typical configurations

Figure 6 shows a typical high side driving
configuration.
An improved secondarycircuit with high side short-
circuit protection is detailed in the application note
AN461 : ”A New Isolated Gate Drive for Power
MOS and IGBTs”.

Figure 6

Figure 5-bis
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4.3. Commutation traces

Figure 7 shows the commutation traces of the high side switching

Figure 7

4.4. High voltage

The proposedsolution is the right solution when the
Power MOS/IGBT to be driven has to stand very
high voltage on its drain (>600V, 1kV typ), should
it be floating or not.
It ensures at the same time very high galvanic
insulation to protect the MCU, and prevents the
TD300 against the parasitic coupling effects
between high and low voltages.

5. HALF BRIDGE

5.1. Half bridge / motor driving

TD300 can be used todrive awide range of motors:
brushless, autocommutated, permanent magnet
switched reluctance...; and in many segments:
white goods, industrial, small appliance, heating
and cooling...

In 2 or 3 phases motors, the base configuration is
the half bridge.

5.2. Typical configuration

Figure 8 shows a typical configuration of a half
bridge driving circuit. Only one phase of the motor
is represented. To drive a three phase motor, three
TD300 are needed,with 6 Power MOS/IGBT.
The sense and current amplifying functions are
used for maximum control and security.

5.3. Commutation traces

The commutation traces are those of figure 3 and
figure 7.

5.4. Evaluation board

The TD300 evaluation board implements a half
bridge configuration exactly reproducing the sche-
matic of figure 8.
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Figure 8
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6. SMALL MOTORS DIRECT DRIVING

6.1. Small motors

The TD300 outputs are all 3 CMOS push-pull out-
puts. Therefore, it is possible to use 2 outputs and
imitate thus asmall ”integrated”half bridge configu-
ration such as shown in the figure below.

The TD300 is able to drive directly small DCmotors
if the requested current doesn’t over hang 200mA
as well as small 3-phase motors.

6.2. Configurations

Figure 9 shows how TD300 is able to drive small
DC motors.
Figure 10 shows how channel paralleling can
increase DC output current capability.

Figure 9

Figure 10
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20mOhm, 10mOhm or lower values can be easily
achieved directly on the printed circuit board know-
ing the square resistance of the layout copper :.R = R[] x L / l
The width of this printed sense resistor should be
calculated in relation with its length in order to hold
high current values.

Annex 2

Pulse transformer

Such transformers are available in DIL or SO
packages, triple or single, for example :.Fil-Mag : 23Z284SM (triple SO)

42Z4056 (triple DIL)
6Z1304 (single DIL)

Such transformers can be easily achieved using
small ferrite torroids, small section insulated wires
and wiring 10 turns on the primary and 10 turns on
the secondary.
A last solution consists in creating a pulse trans-
former on the board itself : the board has to be
double sided, and the primary and the secondary
circuits can be directly printed on each side of the
board (10 turns on the primary, 10 turns on the
secondary). Appropriate wholes are to be done to
mount the two parts of a UI ferrite.

ANNEX

Annex 1
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